Assistive Technology
Environmental Control Device

iOS compatible

Compatible with all iOS devices across
iPhone, iPad and iPod ranges to offer
continuous flexibility for clients.

evo+ is setting new standards for home automation with its ability to
turn any iPhone, iPad or iPod Touch into a universal environmental
control device.
Operated via touch screen, switches, or mice, evo+ is designed to
provide independence to anyone who needs to remotely control
their home devices.
The new design enables clients to personalise their home screen to access their most
used icons, and adjust image sizes for hassle-free use. Seamless integration with other
devices around the home, regular app updates and an improved intercom system,
enables evo+ to provide a reliable and stable home control solution for any client.

Seamless integration

evo+ integrates seamlessly with other
peripheral devices around the home to
create a full home control solution. Features
such as improved intercom and dozens of
app configuration options, make it a reliable
partner in the client’s home. See overleaf for
the full compatibility of evo+.

Reliable communication aid

evo+ can be used as a basic communication
tool using frequently used, pre-recorded
phrases.

Simple & personalised setup

A Steeper engineer can deliver and install
a basic evo+ system in just one hour, and
will ensure that the app is configured
according to the individual’s specific daily
requirements and preferences.

Access options

evo+ can be accessed through touch screen
or the use of a remote switch, so clients can
navigate the bold icons easily and take
control in their home.

Customisable icons

Clients can select and prioritise icons based
on their most used functions, ensuring they
are clearly visible and easy to find. To further
personalise the app, clients can pick their
favourite colour theme from the full
spectrum, and resize icons to increase their
visibility and ease of access.

Enhanced system

The enhanced evo+ app offers improved
stability and reliability as it is fully integrated
within the iOS system. Whenever a new iOS
update is launched, clients will simply be
prompted to update the evo+ app.

What can I control with

?

evo+ provides clients full control of their devices, aided by our assistive technology engineers who create
bespoke, automated solutions throughout their home. The ability to move around freely, communicate
quickly, and adjust room conditions for comfort, allows individuals to spend more time embracing their
independence and less time on daily tasks. See below the variety of peripheral devices that can be
integrated with the evo+ app:

Wall/ceiling lights

Automatic doors

Intercoms

Curtains/blinds

Plug-in appliances
e.g. lamps, fans, heaters

Profiling beds/
chairs

Home entertainment
e.g. TV, DVD players

Window openers

Telephones/pagers

A client’s current assistive technology equipment can also be easily configured by our engineers to
create a complete environmental control solution that runs throughout the home. The table below details
the devices that can be used in conjunction with evo+, to create a safe and secure home individuals can
maintain their independence within:
evo+

RF Bridge with
Quad appliance

Minibirt

Wall/ceiling light
Plug-in appliances e.g. fans, lamps, heaters
Profiling bed/chair
Window opener
Curtain/blind controller
Automatic doors
Pager
Telephone
Home entertainment e.g. TV, DVD player
Intercom system
For details on our full range of assistive technology devices or to request an assessment from the Steeper
assistive technology team, please contact assist@steepergroup.com.
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